
NICHOLSON FELDMAN
nicholsonfeldman@gmail.com  | 678-977-3141 | Atlanta, GA 30326

Summary Director of Photography with strong background leading crews to deliver analog projects. Highly
accurate with strong technical proficiency when determining equipment, lighting and camera
angles to capture quality shots. Thrive in deadline-driven settings while working smoothly with others.
Worked on Award-Nominated films screened at GSUSFF 2019, CMF 2018 and 2019, 48HrFP 2019, and
GSU Arts Festival.

Skills Proficient in Final Cut Pro
Strong on-set styling skills
Social media
Digital video
Lighting expert
Image archiving
Adobe PhotoShop
Media and recording options
Traditional and digital printing
Directing background
Shot direction
Set dressing
Configuring equipment
Managing production teams
Editing skills

Film editing
Directing experience
Film and Video Production
Writing abilities
Camera operation
Photography background
Creative
Quality shot making
Decisiveness
Creative writing
Adaptable
Natural leader
Focused
Strong creative vision

Experience 01/2019 - 08/2019Director of Photography
Even In Darkness, Cities Of Dreams Are Born | Atlanta, GA

Planned and adjusted lighting for shoots.
Explored and recommended photographic technology and techniques.
Employed various camera techniques to convey intended aesthetics.
Organized routine maintenance and repair of production equipment.
Set up shots and camera settings quickly and effectively.
Reviewed and assessed footage to check for quality assurance.
Remained abreast of emerging trends in photography, learning relevant techniques and media
types.
Collaborated with the Director in design, development and implementation of new
photography programs and improvement of existing programs.
Achieved specific results by selecting equipment, such as the Nikon Z6 and lenses.
Oversaw technical decisions including lighting, composition and blocking to successfully meet
project vision.

06/2019 - 06/2019Director of Photography
Cece Peniston Interview | Atlanta, GA

Planned and adjusted lighting for shoots.
Recruited and assigned photographers to specific projects, monitoring all tasks and duties.
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Employed various camera techniques to convey intended aesthetics.
Achieved specific results by selecting equipment, such as camera and lenses.
Communicated with editing staff to define and maintain visual identity.
Captured unique and professional shots on D750 and Z6 cameras.
Collaborated with the Director in design, development and implementation of new
photography programs and improvement of existing programs.
Organized routine maintenance and repair of production equipment.
Creatively shot projects using interesting angles.

03/2019 - 04/2019Director, Director of Photography
A Candid Story Of The Life Of Toothless Buckshot | Atlanta, GA

Oversaw technical decisions including lighting, composition and blocking to successfully meet
project vision.
Creatively shot projects using interesting angles.
Collaborated with camera and lighting teams to implement creative vision and produce
Avant-Garde work.
Led implementation, management and evaluation of field operations and procedures in
accordance with standards and procedures set forth by myself.
Organized routine maintenance and repair of production equipment.
Achieved specific results by selecting equipment, such as cameras and lenses.
Planned and adjusted lighting for shoots.
Directed creation and management of video inventory.
Set up shots and camera settings quickly and effectively.
Captured unique and professional shots on D750 and Z6 cameras.

09/2018 - CurrentServer Bartender
Seasons 52 | Atlanta, GA

Checked patrons' identification to ensure minimum age requirements for consumption of
alcoholic beverages.
Effectively controlled the release of proprietary and confidential information for general client
lists.
Monitored multiple databases to keep track of all company inventory.
Conducted analysis to address issues which led to positive outcomes.

Education and
Training

Expected in 12/2019Bachelor of Arts: Film And Video Production
Georgia State University | Atlanta, GA

05/2015High School Diploma
Grayson High School | Loganville, GA

Websites,
Portfolios, Profiles

www.NichoFilm.com


